The modulation of band gap in the two-dimensional carbon materials is of importance for their applications as electronic devices. By first-principles calculations, we propose a model to control the band gap size of γ-graphyne. The model is named as p-n codoping, i. e., using B and N atoms to codope into γ-graphyne. After codoping, B atom plays a role of p doping and N atom acts as n doping. The Fermi energy level returns around the forbidden zone and the band gap of γ-graphyne vary bigger or smaller. Moreover, the gaps exhibit an oscillated behaviour in different codoping configurations. The proposed model serves as new insights for better modulation of the electronic properties of 2D carbon materials.
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Two principle directions of modern semiconductors electronics are radiofrequency devices and digital logic devices. The performance of the latter depends almost entirely on metaloxide-semiconductor FET (MOSFET).
1 For decades, silicon semiconductor has achieved great success in electronic technology. Making of smaller FET in volume is a development trend in the field of digital logic. However, its development process continuously meets the theoretical and technical challenges. There are two urgent problems in front of us, i.e thermal effect and quantum effect. Moore's law states that electronic components on the chip will increase accordingly when the central processing unit (CPU) of computer doubles in speed every 18 months. 2, 3 According to this developmental rate, the quantum effects will highlight soon with the size of electronic device approximating to the nanometer size.
Moreover, the reduction of size will increase the difficulty of heat dissipation of electronic devices, which may induce performance instability of devices. Therefore, looking for new alternative materials has become an important research subject of physics, chemistry and material science.
Since the successful fabrication of graphene 4 , such systems with Dirac fermions 5 have been under focused in both theoretical and experimental fields. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In recent years, graphyne, another kind of system with the Dirac points, is increasingly becoming attractive. Graphyne and its expanded structures are similar to graphene and can be regarded as the big hexagonal rings joined together by the acetylenic linkages (C-C≡C-C) by various construction form. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] This material consists of layered carbon sheets containing sp and sp 2 bonds.
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In different construction form, the polymorph of graphyne are various including α, β and 6,6,12 structures and so on. 11, 13, 17, 22 Most of the polymorph of graphyne are semimetal with zero gap. Malko et al. 11 even found that the polymorph of graphyne also possessed Dirac cones as same as graphene. As we known, In order to realize practical applications as electronic devices, a material must be introduce a band gap competitive with Si. Fortunately, a structure were prove to be direct semiconductor and its band gap is about 0.5 eV at M point in the Brillouin zone (BZ). [13] [14] [15] 17 For the convenience of narration, this structure is named as γ-graphyne. Considering the underestimation of band gap from generalized gradient approximation(GGA) calculations, Guo et al.determine the gap of γ-graphyne to be 0.96 eV from hybrid functionals. 16 Therefore, from this perspective, γ-graphyne is more suitable for using in electronic devices than graphene.
Band gap modulation is a research focus correlative to graphene and graphyne. Chemical 3 doping, molecular adsorption, substrate doping and external stress are usually the effective methods to change and control the electronic properties of carbon-related materials. Especially, the p-n codoping method is well-established one, 20, 21 where an elemental doping plays a role of p doping and another elemental doping acts as n doping. After such codoping, the band gaps of graphene and graphyne are opened. In this work, we are aiming at the band gap modulation of γ-graphyne by p-n codoping method. We detailed investigate the effect of dopants B and N on electronic properties and the band gap of γ-graphyne. In order to avoid the unsuccess of additional GGA calculations in determining the band gap, we reproduce the band structures of γ-graphyne with hybrid functionals. The results show that the p-n codoping method enormously expand the band gap of γ-graphyne even in GGA level. After using the hybrid functionals, the change in band gap is more obvious. Moreover, as same as α-graphyne, the band gaps exhibit periodic oscillations with increasing the distance of dopants.
Our theoretical framework is based on the first-principles calculations. The VASP plotting. In order to address the dopant effect on the band structures of doped γ-graphyne, the electrostatic potential is first calculated and set to zero. Then the obtained eigenvalue and the Fermi energy are shifted with respect to the electrostatic potential. In the vertical direction of the sheet, a periodical boundary conditions are also set with a vacuum region of 20Å to avoid the interaction from adjacent layers. In order to quantify the stability and formation ability of the doped systems, we calculate the formation energy defined as
, where E DG is the total energy of single doped or 4 codoped systems, E P G is the total energy of pristine graphyne, E C is the energy of one carbon atom in pristine graphyne, n is the number of carbon atom substituted by dopants, E dopant is the total energy of dopant B, N or B/N pairs.
The two-dimensional crystalline structure for primitive cell of γ-graphyne is hexagonal with the p6/mmm symmetry, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , which is the same as graphene and other hexagonal graphyne. In γ-graphyne, the bonds among C atoms belong to C-C single bond where the data for the vacuum energy level E V acuum , and the Fermi energy level E F ermi and the work function W are collected in Table I . For single B doping despite at A or B site, the Fermi energy level E F ermi becomes smaller comparing with pristine graphyne.
Meanwhile, the valence band maximum (VBM) moves up and crosses the Fermi energy level.
Therefore, B doping acts as p-type dopant. In the contrary, For single N doping despite at A or B site, the Fermi energy level E F ermi becomes bigger comparing with pristine graphyne.
Meanwhile, the conduction band minimum (CBM) moves down and crosses the Fermi energy level. Therefore, N doping behaves as n-type dopant. At A site for B and N doping, the original band gap zones become obviously larger. In contrast, at B site for B and N doping, the band gap zones slightly narrows. The band structures given by PBE and HSE06 exhibit similar dispersion trend expect for the given bigger gap width from HSE06 than PBE. As the above discussions, B and N doping make the Fermi energy level move down and up relative to the forbidden band. Therefore, it will be very interesting and meaningful if the Fermi level can return to the original site using p-n codoping, and the exiting band gap will be modulate.
We further investigate the geometries and electronic properties of B/N codoping in γ-graphyne to modulate its band structures. Eight possible substitutional sites, noted in Fig. 1(a) , are considered. Two types of codoping configurations are detailed investigated. 
